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Creating Learning Experiences 
I don’t so much “teach” as create situations in which students will encounter ideas, choices, and experiences 
that allow them to learn what I hope they will. I want to put students in places they need to think their way out 
of; I want to offer them the same hard questions—be it in terms of course material, writing strategies, or 
cultural critique—that professionals face, questions whose answers will come from lived experience that I can 
help students encounter. 
This indirectness alters students’ learning from taking orders or being told The Truth to coming to their own 
self-persuaded understanding of material or processes. For example, in writing courses I want students to stop 
believing the cultural myth that “writing” is a basic, fundamental, universal skill having mostly to do with 
grammar. But I don’t tell them that. Instead, I create a combination of experiences—reading, conversation, 
writing projects, research on writing, extensive self-reflection—that make the students compare their beliefs, 
and what they’ve been told in the past, to their actual lived experience. When students reach the fairly 
inevitable conclusion that, say, there’s nothing “basic” about writing, the experience and belief will be their 
conviction—not a mantra they parrot back to an apparently uptight teacher. That’s learning. 

Cerebral Provocateur 
That example tells another tale of my teaching tendencies: it turns out my teaching tends to be conceptually 
based, focusing extensively on how students imagine and think about the subject matter of the course. The 
objectives in my syllabus almost always center on outcomes like “understand,” “imagine,” “build awareness,” 
and “expand conceptions.” My dissertation was on changing first-year writing students’ cultural conceptions 
of writing, and I find in every subject I teach that I am working on students’ game knowledge, their 
fundamental conceptions of whatever activity we are pursuing. 
I myself am the kind of learner who cannot function without rationales; the drive to question why  is at the 
heart of the critical thinking that allows us to reshape the world. My courses thus are inevitably concerned 
with questions of politics, critique, truth-telling, and radical transparency, rhetorically examining underlying, 
centering cultural values. In digital writing courses, we ask why writing has historically been understood as 
solitary and alphabetic; in rhetoric, we ask how, in western cultures, logic comes to be masculinized and 
feeling comes to be feminized; in disciplinary writing courses, we ask why English Studies values semicolons so 
highly while Engineering strives to eliminate them, why APA emphasizes dates and MLA emphasizes page 
numbers. All values, all power structures. Students cannot learn about discourse without studying culture, and 
with no neutral ground from which to conduct that study, “study” means questioning and critique. 

Coach Advocate 
College professors get a bad rap for such challenging criticism—we’re “liberal,” we’re “cramming ideology 
down students’ throats,” we’re “punishing students who don’t agree with us.” It is true that the fundamental 
social injustices fostered by misogynist patriarchy, rape culture, and institutionalized racism are met with little 
tolerance in my classes. It is true that I point to the truths told by language about our cultural associations of 
masculinity with logic, mind, purity of thought, intelligence, rationality and help students notice that the 
opposing terms of emotion, body, impurity, and irrationality are associated with the feminine. It is true that I 
then teach feminist rhetorics which help students slay these historical associations. It is true that I show 
writing as a collective, collaborative, ecological activity in which agency is distributed and writers have 
imperfect control, contra the romantic understanding of writers as rugged-individualist isolated geniuses.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z_NYMKEDnk


But I am for my students first, no matter the extent to which they understand and engage these ideological 
struggles. Students are foremost people with legitimate lives, values, and priorities. I serve not only as 
challenger but as booster, a facilitator and advocate who seeks to bring out the best in students and help them 
achieve more than they thought possible—often, more than they wanted for themselves. 
There’s an exposure to all this, sometimes uncomfortable. I don’t get to lie to students. No more of the 
comfortable preservation of authority that comes with double standards (we boilerplate, they plagiarize; we 
cite sources to show our authority, they cite their sources’ authority) and with glossing over questions we don’t 
know the answers to. We’re back at culture, again: why isn’t it okay to say I don’t know, or to point out that 
writing is hard for me too? This is where teaching most demands radical transparency: to expose one’s 
shortcomings and difficulties as a writer, thinker, and knower, in order to help students understand the nature 
of the project that critically minded, liberally educated people are embarked upon. 
Avoid lying about the things that make a teacher look flawed, vulnerable, and unfinished, and students are 
more likely to believe other unusual truths, like I am interested in what you’re saying  and I believe you can 
teach me things that I don’t know about my own field. One of my favorite responses ever from students’ 
reflective feedback goes, “The other day in class when Dr. Downs said he was excited to read our research 
papers, I think he really was. Some other teachers I think find it a burden.” Another students’ reflection 
suggests the source of such impressions: “My favorite piece of the entire course was, by far, the Contribution 
Paper. I know this won’t come as a surprise to you, seeing how you practically walked the path with me.... The 
feedback has been extraordinarily helpful.” The most frequent comment I receive in student evaluations is on 
how much students value the amount of feedback I give on their writing, and my honesty in that feedback. 
This trend (along with how my students use feedback in preparing course portfolios) contradicts the prevailing 
research on feedback which says “less is more” because students quickly become overwhelmed and simply 
ignore extensive feedback. Whatever. Perhaps if more teachers were genuinely interested in what their 
students had to say, and established a basis of honesty in the classroom so that students could trust their 
feedback and accept criticism along with praise—perhaps if comments were directed toward revision, and 
simply gave the writer a perspective on what it was like to read the paper—fewer students would tune it out. 
The notion of coaching, of course, suggests treating writing and learning as sport, or performance. That would 
imply non-perfectible activities that require ceaseless practice, where all that one knows doesn’t show up 
every time one performs, but where how one performs is decidedly shaped by what one knows. Practice, 
separated from competition, is a space where failure is crucial to learning and evaluations are provisional. The 
analog in a classroom is, again, culturally counterintuitive: let students fail, in order that they can see what 
they need to learn—but don’t punish them for their failures. Instead pick them back up by teaching what they 
need to succeed; separate grading from reading and response by delaying grades until final course portfolios; 
trust that performance will follow engagement in the process. Teach students different ways of understanding 
the game they’re playing. Show students what we do when we play the game; let them see how professionals 
do it, and try that. Expect them to succeed wildly; ask them for more than they know they can do, and guide 
their attempts to do it anyway. Foremost, meet students where they are; remember that they are not tabula 
rasa, that they make sense of new ideas only in the light of their existing ones, that they already have expertise.  

Teaching as Organic Interaction through Unfolding Experience 
It is presently the sad fashion to speak of teaching as “content delivery,” as if knowledge were a package to 
download to brains. This suggests an astonishing ignorance about how both brains and people work; meaning 
and thus knowledge cannot exist or grow apart from a learner’s individual body, lived experiences, and 
network of existing knowledge. Teachers don’t deliver content. We ask students to spend precious time 
engaging in moments that we begin and they finish, and in those moments teacher and students change each 
other, change the material and ideas of those moments; and those ideas and materials change all of us.  


